NOTICE

Date : 25/02/2020

RESULT OF PHASE-II EXAMINATION HELD ON 14.11.2019 FOR DIRECT RECRUITMENT TO THE POST OF SOCIAL SECURITY ASSISTANT IN THE EMPLOYEES’ PROVIDENT FUND ORGANISATION:

CLARIFICATION REGARDING THE SYMBOL “$” PUT UNDER CUT-OFF MARKS

1. The Employees’ Provident Fund Organisation had conducted Phase-II examination for Direct Recruitment to the post of Social Security Assistant on 14.11.2019.

2. The result of the above Phase-II examination was published on 10.2.2020 and the same is available in the EPFO’s website in the link: Miscellaneous > Recruitment > List of candidates Short Listed for the Phase-III Examination (computer Data Entry Skill Test) (Social Security Assistant).

3. Under the heading “REGION WISE & CATEORY WISE CUT OFF MARKS FOR SHORTLISTING FOR PHASE-III EXAM”, for i) Goa Region, ii) Himachal Pradesh Region , iii) Karnataka Region, iv) Kerala & Lakshadweep Region, v) Maharashtra Region, vi) Madhya Pradesh Region, vii) North East Region and viii) Odissa Region, the symbol “$” was shown against EWS category.

4. In this connection, it is clarified that “$” means “All candidates who obtained minimum qualifying mark qualified with UR norms and remaining candidates did not obtain the minimum qualifying mark”.
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